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DontDelete

Traitté de Pise entre notre très saint Père
le pape Alexandre VI. Traitté de Pise entre

notre très saint Père le pape Alexandre VII et très

haut, très excellent et très puissant prince Louis

XIVe du nom, par la grâce de Dieu roi très

chrétien de France et de Navarre, du 12 février

1664. Paris: Par les Imprimeurs & Libraires

ordinaires du Roy, 1664. Original edition.

The Corsican Guard affair.  When France
almost went to war with Rome.

Quarto. 17th century boards. Pagination: Leaf of

title, verso blank; text  pp 3-24: Collation: A2-D2

[2].  Faded dampstains to lower corners. Bookplate

front pastedown, owner’s stamp on title page. A

Folding engraving of the pyramid, not called for

in the collation, is  tipped-in following text. The

pyramid was erected 1664 but demolished in 1668

on order of the pope.  With extra engraving of the

Pyramid in Rome (erected 1664, demolished

1668)

$1,750
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/pisa1664.pdf

Full Description:

1

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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 Aesop. The Gnat and the Lion. (Circle Press) Aesop.
The Gnat and the Lion. Guildford, England: Circle
Press, 1982. Printed wrapper. First Edition. 4to, 8pp.,
illustrated with two relief prints. One of 100 copies
signed by Legge in pencil. Designed and printed by the
artists on 300 gsm Somerset rag-made paper, bound in
brown cardboard covers with black lettering on front and
sewn with white thread. Fine.

$250

2

DontDelete

Alain-fournier (Henri Alban Alain-fournier).  Le Grand
Meaulnes.  Emile-Paul Frères, 1946.   Edition illustrée
de 46 eaux-fortes de Frelaut. Copy #110 signed by
Frelaut. Entire edition  225 plus a few hors commerce:
175 as our numbered from #51-225;  the first 50 copies
have a signed suite of the 46 etchings printed on velin de
Lana. Quarto. (10" x 13 1/4" x 2")

An early binding by Creuzevault in green
morocco with lattice-work  panels of tan and
gold for upper cover.

$5,000
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Alain_Fournier.pdf

Full Description:

3

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Ariosto, Lodovico & Gabriel. .  Scolastica. Comedia.  Di
M. Lodovico Ariosto. Novellamente posta in Luce.Co'l
priuilegio del sommo Pontefice Paulo III & dell'Illustriss.
Senato Veneto per anni X."(Venezia: G. Griffi, 1547).
Original edition: Not in Adams; EDIT 16; CNCE 2644;
BM STC Italian, 1465-1600, p.38; Not in Clubb. Agnelli
e Ravegnani pp 129-30;  Very rare

First editiion of a five act comedy in verse
written by Lodivico  Ariosto until verse 14 of the
fourth scene of the fourth act and then finished
by his brother Gabriel.

$6,000
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Ariosto.pdf

Full Description:

4

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Augustine, Saint,. Unless the Grain Die. Augustine,
Saint, 354-430 ad- Ignatius, Saint, Bishop of Antioch - -
[Alternate Names: Aurelius Augustinus - Augustinus,
Aurelius] - Unless the Grain Die. - Worcester:
Stanbrook Abbey, 1961 Ref: V & A Stanbrook Abbey
Exhib, 66.

One of only 40 copies

$1,250
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Augustine.pdf

Full Description:

5

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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(Bakst, Leon). Alexandre, Arsene. The Decorative Art
of Leon Bakst. Appreciation by Arsene Alexandre,
with Notes on the Ballets by Jean Cocteau. London:
Fine Arts Society, 1913. First English edition (a French
version was published the same year). Large Folio.
Original vellum decorated with gilt and marbled paper
sides. Complete with 76 tipped-plates, of which almost
fifty are full color This is a fine copy and rare in
this condition.

Published as the Ballets Russes was achieving its full
flowering. Includes reproductions of Bakst's early
designs for L'Oiseau de feu, Le Dieu Bleu, L'Apres-Midi
D'Un Faune, Cleopatre, Scheherazade, La Peri and many
others. Ten years later, several other works on Leon
Bakst were published, but none matched The Decorative
Art of Leon Bakst in beauty or scope. This was the first
deluxe publication on Bakst to be published in England.

$5,500

6
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Blow,  John (Marie Laurencin, designer).  . Venus
and Adonis. Venus and Adonis by John

Blow (English composer 1649-1708). (Paris:

L'Oiseau Lyre chez. Louise B.M. Dyer, 1939) #57 of

350. Three items consisting of musical score (95p);

(2) musical 5 parts for ensemble of instruments; (3)

Album of prints in color of costumes by Marie

Laurencin.

Quarto. 10 ½ x 12 ½".  The original 1682 work by

Blow was called a masque for the entertainment of

the king, but the music follows the form on an opera

based on the French style of Lully consisting here of

an overture, a prologue and three acts. The libretto is

anonymous or the author’s name is lost. The music

comes from B.M. Add. Mss 22100

$750
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Venus.pdf

Full Description:

7

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Boileau Despréaux, Nicolas, 1636-1711. .

OEuvres diverses du sieur D*** ; Avec Le
traité du sublime, ou du merveilleux dans

le discours . Boileau Despréaux, Nicolas, 1636

-1711. OEuvres diverses du sieur D*** ; Avec Le

traité du sublime, ou du merveilleux dans le

discours. A Paris Denys Theirry , 1674 References:

Brunet,; t.1, col. 1055; Tchemerzine,; t. 2, p. 269; Le

Petit: pp 394-5.

First collective edition under the title of Oeuvres

with the first translation into French of

Longinus’ Traité du sublime, ou du merveilleux

dans le discours

Red morocco gilt, with raised bands, highly gilt

spine by Trautz Bauzonnet. [4], 178, [10, 102, [10]

pages, 2 unnumbered leaves of plates : illustrations

Quarto. 7 3/4” x 10;   Contents: Discours au roy --

Satires I-IX -- Discours sur la satire -- Epistres I-IV

-- L'art poëtique -- Table -- Lutrin [4 chants] --

Traité du subline / traduit du grec de Longin --

Remarques -- Table.  An highly esteemed edition

$750

8
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Chagall. Paris / l'Opera [Romeo and Juliet.]. Chagall,
Marc. . Paris / l'Opera [Romeo and Juliet.]
[Lithographic poster printed in colors] by Mourlot
Gallery. Paris: Mourlot, 1965. On paper, 24x38”
610x965 mm, sheet.

The decoration for the ceiling of the Paris Opera by
Chagall was commissioned by Andre Malraux, then the
Cabinet Minister in charge of Cultural Affairs. This
interpretive rendering of lithograph executed by Charles
Sorlier, from a detail of the preliminary sketch of the
ceiling of the Paris Opera. This fragment is a tribute to
Berlioz for Romeo and Juliet; it also includes pictures of
the Place de la Concorde and the Arc de Triomphe Ref:
Sorlier, Chagall's Posters, A Catalogue Raisonne, 96;
Weill page 358.

$3,000

9

DontDelete

(Chagall, Marc) Claire Goll. Journal d'un Cheval. Paris,
Manuel Bruker, 1952.  Copy 111 of 150  on Rives,
unsigned as issued. ( Entire edition 200: 50 on Van
Gelder, the first 25 with a suite, 150 as this copy).
Quarto.  9 3/4" x 12" x 32.5 x 25mm. Unbound as issued
in wrappers and original brown wove boards with
ribbons. Fine.  With wood engraved cover in color
designed and cut by Robert Blanchet.  Two original
etchings and  four lithographs after Chagall.

$1,500
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/goll.pdf

Full Description:

10

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Chopart, Jean-François (engraver). [Etchings of Fancy
French, 18th century carriages] .  Fourteen
etchings  of 18th century French carriages,
based on English styles.   Engraver:  “P.P. Choiffard
Direx”.  Paris: Chereau (ca. 1770) .   Each 15" x 8" to
plate marks. With large margins 17 ½" x 11 ½" .   Pin
holes in left margin, occasional marginal soiling.

$2,250
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/carriages1.pdf

Full Description:

11

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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(Craig, E. Gordon).  Campardon, Émile, 1837
-1915. Madame de Pompadour et la cour
de Louis XV. (Craig, E. Gordon).  Campardon,
Émile, 1837-1915. Madame de Pompadour et la
cour de Louis XV au milieu du dix-huitième
siècle: Ouvrage suivi du Catalogue des
tableaux originaux, des dessins et miniatures
vendus après la mort de Madame de
Pompadour, du Catalogue des objets d'art et
de curiosité du marquis de Marigny, et de
documents entièrement inédits sur le théatre
des petits cabinets, avec un portrait gravé
d'après le pastel de La Tour et le fac-simile
d'une lettre. Paris, France : Henri Plon,  1867.

A biography  of Jeanne Antoinette Poisson,
marquise de Pompadour, 1721-1764.

with catalogue of her possessions, including books
in her library.

Spine  lettered by E. Gordon
Craig

$1,000
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/craig_pompadour.pdf

Full Description:

12

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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“Fagan” pseud of  Barthélemy-Christophe Fagan.  Les
Caracteres de Thalie. . Comédie en trois actes, avec un
prologue et un divertissement.  Paris, Prault fils, Year:
1737

A forgotten playwright who  ought to be
remembered, In his own time. Fagan was influential and
celebrated even by Voltaire who thought Fagan’s La
Pupille, 1734, was the most complete petite pièce on the
French stage.

Les Caracteres de Thalie consists of three one act
plays, l’Inquiet, l’Etourderie , Les Originaux each with a
different structure and theme, each played together to
form a complete work.

”

$1,500
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/fagan.pdf

Full Description:

13

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Fielding,  Henry. Amelia.  London: Printed for A. Millar,
1752. First edition,  Vol. III in corrected state: the
misreading 'the at Folly' changed to 'at the Folly'.
Rothschild 853.

Four vols. Twelvmo. Contemporary calf, raised bands,
spines numbered in gilt, simple double gilt rules on each
cover. Vol 1 Outer hinge front repaired, Vol III out hinge
starting to crack, Vol IV repaired at heel of spine.   With
the often lacking "Universal-Register-Office"
advertisement at end of volume two (M12r). Protected in
a half orange morocco slipcase, raised bands, lettered in
gilt on spines. Spines slightly sunned.

Provenance Caroli Whibley  the collector Charles
Whibley (1859-1930), best known today for bringing T.
S. Eliot to the attention of Geoffrey Faber (bookplate in
each volume).

$2,500

14
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Flaubert, Gustave. The Temptation of Saint Anthony.
Kentfield CA: Allen Press, 1974. Printed in an edition
limited to 140 copies, handset and printed by hand on
Michelangelo mould-made rag paper (Allen no.40).
Twenty-four illustrations, some printed in color, taken
from Francis Carmody’s (the editor and author of the
introduction) personal collection of original source
materials used by Flaubert. A portrait of Saint Anthony
reproduced from a block print by Odilon Redon.
Translation by Lafcadio Hearn. Bound in a Fortuny cloth
based on a fifteenth century Persian design: blue
background fabric stamped with an overall stylized
Egyptian palm tree pattern. With prospectus. Very fine.

$550

15
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François l’Hermite (c. 1601 – September 7, 1655).

Pantheé, Tragedie de Monsieur de Trista.

Paris: Augustin Courbe, 1639. Priv 23 Feburary 1638; Achevé
10 May 1639. Tragedy in five acts, verse. Tchemerzine X.
P.417 for original 4to edition with same dates as this the 12mo
edition. 12mo. 19th century vellum.Based on Xeonophon’s
touching tale in the Cyropadeia books V-II, Tristan’s version
finds Queen Pantheé of Susa (Assyria) captured by Cyrus King
of Persia. Her poise and her beauty cause her to be discovered
and spared.  The play was popular enough to be mentioned as
one of the 41 plays in Poisson’s Baron de la Crasse and in the
preface to Corneille’s Sophonsibe. It was reprinted three times
after the author’s death. Durval published a Panthée at about
the same time (Paris: Courbé, 1639). His was also based on
Xeonphon’s Cyropaedia. This subject had also been treated by
Alexandre Hardy.

$1,250
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/panthee.pdf

Full Description:

16

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Gissing, George. .  New Grub Street. A Novel. London:
Smith, Elder, 1891.  Sadleir  971. First edition, one of
500 copies.

3 vols. 8vo. Original blue-green cloth, stamped in gilt on
spine and black on front cover. Slight rubbing, slight
fading of spine.  In each volume: two bookplates, two
signatures in ink front pastedown. Vol II hinges cracked.
With half-titles in all volumes and leaf of ads end of Vol
I. Protected in half orange morocco slipcase,  lettered in
gilt. Slightly scuffed and faded.

“[Gissing's] strongest book, an acknowledged classic. Its
main characters have become recognized symbols of the
many shades of professional integrity and adaptability in
the literary world, shades not substantially affected by the
passing of the years" (ODNB).

Provenance: Andrew K Hichens;  May Tennyson  1853
-1931.   Mary Emily (May) Tennyson (Prinsep)
Tennyson,  was the wife of Andrew Hichens and also of
Hallam Tennyson, 2nd Baron Tennyson.  Also signture:
Saint Francis Library on front pastedown

$4,000

17
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Heine, Heinrich. (1799-1856). . Der Rabbi von
Bacherach . mit Originallithographien von Max
Liebermann. Berlin: Im Prophlaen Verlag, 1923.  #279 of
400 with signed frontispiece and limitation page by
Liebermann and 17 full or partial page lithographs in
black. (The first 100 were printed on Japan Vellum).
This unfinished story  pictures life in the
medieval Jewish community in Germany  with
detailed description of worship, customs, and
pecking orders, as well as, dress, manners.

$1,500
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/rabbi.pdf

Full Description:

18

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Le Moyne, Pierre (1602-1671). Gallerie des
femmes fortes, La. A Paris, chez Antoine de

Sommaville, au Palais en la salle des Merciers, à

l'Escu de France. M. DC. XLVII. Avec privilege du

Roy. Original edition. Picot, E. Bibliographie

Cornélienne,; 50; Tchemerzine; v. II, p. 558; BM

STC French, 1601-1700; C-1521

Father Pierre Le Moyne (1602-1671) of the

Company of Jesus published his book La Galerie des

Femmes Fortes in Paris in 1647; with the book he

intervened in the Querelle des Femmes of his time.

Dedicated to the then regent Anna of Austria, the

book discussed twenty virtuous women

exemplifying female power and weakness. Le

Moyne created a compendium of five heroines of

four religions: Jewish, Barbarian, Roman and

Christian.  20 images. Each has an image, poses a

moral question and provides a correlation to a 17th

century person.  copper engravings with etching

were executed by Abraham Bosse and Gilles

Rousselet after the work of Claude Vignon. The

Gallerie is important in that it defines the “Femmes

Fortes” as a woman who is both cultivated and

courageous in order to   to distinguish  herself  from

ordinary women.  It is considered  most significant

example of the mid-17th French contribution to the

debate  known as the querelle des femmes (The

French phrase querelle des femmes, meaning "the
woman question," refers to a literary debate about
the nature and status of women. This debate began
around 1500 and continued beyond the end of the
Renaissance).

$3,000
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/gallerie.pdf

Full Description:

19

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Martin, John. Seven Ages of Shakspeare, The. London:
John Van Voorst, 1840. With twelves  plates,  seven of
which are based on As you Like it;  another is   a
charming title page. Quarto. Original ribbed green cloth.
Gilt title on upper cover & spine. Small nick to spine
crown. A handsome copy.

Martin's essay discusses the antecedents  to Shakespeare's
Seven Ages of Man.  The illustrations are by William
Mulready, C.R. Leslie, Sir Augustus Callcott, John
Constable, Sir David Wilkie, William Collins, Alfred E.
Chalon, Abraham Cooper, Edwin Landseer and William
Hilton.  The author, John Martin, (1791-1855) lived in
Woburn Abbey. Bookplate of Woburn Abbey, 1873.

$750

20

DontDelete

Mérimée, Prosper. Nouvelles de Mérimée. Avec des
dessins de Aranda, de Beaumont, Bramtot...Gravés par
Le Rat, Lalauze, Toussant...Preface par Jules Lemaitre.
Paris: Librairie des Bibliophiles, 1887. Edition of 20
copies on Chine this signed by the publisher
Damase Jouast, with his initials.   (Entire edition
150) Tall 8vo. Full green polished  morocco with gilt
rules, raised bands.  By the Club Bindery dated 1900.
Seven etchings plus a lithograph of Mérimée after
Deveria by Lalauze

Damase Jouaust’s “Librairie des Bibliophiles series,
inaugurated in 1869, featured new editions of Classic
French texts with etchings reproducing illustrations  by
François Boucher and other eighteenth-century artists;
this collection set the standard for refined limited editions
until Jouaust’s 1891 retirement.” (23-34).

Silverman, Willa Z. The New  Bibliopolis. French book
collectors and the culture of print 1880-1914. (2013).
Provenance: Robert Hoe, with his bookplate.

$1,500

21
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Valéry , Paul. La Pythie . Valéry , Paul.  La

Pythie in Les Écrits Nouveaux, Vol II, Février,

1919, #14. Paris: Émile-Paul 1919.  Pages 5-16 of

124p. 8vo. Contemporary marbled board, cloth

spine, morocco label, 124p original wrappers bound

in. La Pythie first appears here.  Other writings

appear by André Suarés, Jean Giradoux,  P.-J.

Toulet, etc.

La Pythie is a poem by Valéry that  shows “a dark

picture with one narrow margin of luminosity.”

Written in 1918 in a dangerous  period of the war in

which Paris was being shelled, the poem is  taken

from legends relating to the oracular temple of

Apollo at Delphi, earlier  named  Pytho.  Also the

poem is named for  the prophetess Pythia. The bulk

of the poem is taken up with her lamentations at her

servitude. (Chisolm (pp21-28).

Bound in is an als (1937) written  by the bookseller

George Blaizot  to the collector  Andre Schuck

about the different  manuscripts of  Valéry  poem.

Following  Blaizot’s letter  is  a manuscript  of

Valéry’s  poem  (1p, 8 stanzas) copied out by

Blaizot from an unlocated manuscript.   The copy

bears  variants  of  the stanzas  published in Les

Écrits Nouveau. (The poem as published in Les

Écrits Nouveau has 22 stanzas).  The copy is then

annotated by Blaizot  in pencil  to reflect the

annotations that Valéry made  in the stanzas.

$750
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Pythie.pdf

Full Description:

22

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Vivaldi,Antonio . Giustino dramma per
musica. [Libretto] Giustino dramma per musica

[Livret]  da recitarsi nel Teatro dell'i  Sig.

Federico Capranica nel carnevale dell'anno 1724:

Roma: Bernabo,  1724. Sonneck, 568; Sartori 12373.

Giustino is a major opera. It shows Vivaldi on the

verge of modernizing his style while summing

up the most individual achievements of his earlier

years. The rare libretto contains stage

directions and much that is not in the original score.

$2,500
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/giustino.pdf

Full Description:

23

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Wong, Anna May. Original photograph signed and
inscribed (after 1938). Wong, Anna May (B. San
Francisco 1905- D. San Francisco  -1980). Chinese
American Movie Star. Original photograph signed and
inscribed. (6 1/4 x 9 1/4". Slightly trimmed at margins)

Anna May Wong, starring as  Lan Ving   in
"Dangerous to Know."  (1938) .  Wong  wears a
black and white dinner gown with a large leaf motif.
Edith Head, who designed the dress, adheres to a m

olded silhouette, long sleeves and high neckline.

During the 1930s, American studios were looking for
fresh European talent. Ironically, Wong caught their eye,
and she was offered a contract with Paramount Studios in
1930. Enticed by the promise of lead roles and top
billing, she returned to the United States. The prestige
and training she had gained during her years in Europe
led to a starring role on Broadway in On the Spot  a
drama that ran for 1.67 performances and which she
would later film as Dangerous to Know

Provenance: Mary M. Spaulding (stamp on reverse).
Spaulding  Nee María Melero,  was  a Cuban writer
assigned to Hollywood where she prepared a weekly
feature “Cronicas de Cinelandia.” Spaulding obtained
lengthy interviews with movie stars...She also secured
personalized photographs which subsequently appeared
in “Carteles.” [her newspaper] (Pérez, p.290)

Pérez,Louis A. On Becoming Cuban: Identity,
Nationality, and Culture

2008.

$1,250

24
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